
Fewer cords make homes 
safer for little ones

Easily adjust hard-to-reach
window coverings
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Comfortable 
Living

with Motorized Exterior Screens 
and Solar Shade Systems

Radio Technology Somfy®

Automatically protect valuable furnishings 
from harmful UV rays

Conveniently manage glare

Reduce energy costs

Instantly create privacy

RTS allows you to experience motorization your way.  
Control your motorized exterior screen or solar shade 
with a single device or a combination. Choose from 
hand-held remotes, wireless wall switches, table top 
controls, timers, app and voice control. You can also:

• Add a state-of-the-art wind or sun sensor to 
provide automatic control based on weather 
conditions.

• Control an incandescent or halogen lamp using 
the same remote control with the Outdoor RTS 
Lighting Receiver.

• Add TaHoma, pair it with your Amazon Alexa and 
just ask: “Alexa, lower the screens.”

Use natural voice commands to 
operate your screens

WHY MOTORIZE? About Somfy® 
Somfy has been improving everyday life for more than 270 million 
people by designing and manufacturing intelligent motorization 
solutions for interior window coverings and exterior solar 
protections.  Somfy innovates to automate and connect shades, 
blinds, draperies, awnings, rolling shutters, exterior screens & 
pergolas for commercial and residential buildings in 58 countries 
across the globe.  With 170+ million motors produced over the last 
half century, Somfy is committed to creating reliable and sustainable 
solutions that promote the best way of living and well-being for all.
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RTS Automatic SensorsSomfy TaHoma®Telis 1 Chronis RTS

CONVENIENCE COMFORT CONTROL

Fresh air in, bugs out. Preserve your view... or create instant privacy.
Motorized exterior screens and solar shades absorb heat, reduce glare and let you enjoy the outdoors comfortably. Combined with state-of-the-art Radio Technology Somfy® (RTS) 
controls, screens move with ease - at the touch of a button. Blocking solar rays not only protects your home furnishings, it also saves money on your heating and cooling costs. 
Obstacle detection available for zip screens - protects the fabric as well as patio furniture, providing peace of mind. 

Discover the functionality of a single 
channel RTS hand-held remote with the 
convenience of a programmable timer. 
Automatic and manual modes that
feature simple, easy operation with
on-screen display.

Telis 1 Chronis RTS available colors

Silver Pure

Telis RTS hand-held remotes offer convenient and 
simple operation of motorized exterior screens and 
solar shades. Single channel remotes can operate one 
individual product or one group of motorized products. 
Available in 1, 5 or 16 channels.

Strong winds and rain can cause 
damage. Automating the operation of 
your screens based on the weather not 
only protects your investment but also 
maximizes the efficiency by effortlessly 
managing heat gain/loss. Eolis RTS 
Wind Sensor retracts the screen when 
wind is detected. 

Solar powered Ondeis® WireFree RTS 
Rain & Sun Sensor or the battery 
powered Sunis Outdoor WireFree™ 
RTS Sun Sensor automate your 
screens based on the amount of 
sunlight or rainfall.

For stationary control on an interior wall, Somfy offers 
battery powered wall switches - an ideal way to operate 
motorized screens without the need for an electrician.

DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS Wall Switch is available in 1, 2, 
3, 4 and 5 channels, with custom engraved buttons and in 
three colors.

White Ivory Black

DecoFlex easily converts into a table top hand-held 
accessory. Available in White, Silver or Black.

For more about control options, accessories and integration, please visit somfysystems.com/controls

For detailed information,
including voice control, please
visit somfysystems.com/tahoma

Smoove® 1 and 4 RTS Wireless Wall Switch is 
surface mounted. Additional frames in 6 colors 
are available.

IronPure ArcticNatural

Situo 1 RTS and Situo 5 RTS
available colors

Telis 16
available colors

Silver Pure

Telis 1 RTS and Telis 4 RTS
available colors

Patio

Telis 1 RTS
(Patio)

Situo 1 RTS Situo 5 RTS

Control your screens or 
shades while home or 
away using your tablet, 
smartphone or natural 
voice commands.

Create timed events, 
scenes and schedules 
using an app.


